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Computing Produce a guide to Python programming. Include a definition 
of all the key terms.  

(Use the python programming section of your knowledge 
organiser to help you) 

 
 
 

 

Design Technology Packaging includes labels and information required by law. 
Design new sandwich packaging for sandwiches that are for 

sale in our Dining Room. Label the packaging with at least six 
of the labels needed by law e.g. batch code, name and 

description, allergens etc. 
(Use the packaging section of your knowledge organiser to 

help you) 

Produce a textbook page aimed at younger students about 

the Eatwell Guide. The textbook page should cover what the 

Eatwell Guide is and what it says.  

(Use the Eatwell guide section of your knowledge organiser to 

help you) 

Produce a leaflet about macronutrients. The leaflet should 
describe what each of the macronutrients are, why they are 

needed and the foods they are found in.  
(Use the nutrients section of your knowledge organiser to help 

you) 

Geography Create an A4 textbook page for younger children about 
weather and climate in the UK.  You should include: 

1) A definition of weather and climate 
2) A diagram for each of the three types of rainfall 

3) An explanation as to why it is hotter in cities than the 
countryside 

4) An explanation of the process of global warming and how it 
will affect the UK. 

(Use the weather and climate section of your knowledge 
organiser to help you) 

Make a poster explaining the definition of key terms related to 
weather and weather events.  

(Use the weather and weather events section of your 
knowledge organiser to help you) 

 

History Produce a spider diagram showing all the causes of the 
Industrial Revolution. Include an explanation of how each 

factor actually caused the Industrial Revolution. 
(Use the Industrial Revolution section of your knowledge 

organiser to help you) 

Produce a flow diagram showing all the stages of the 
Triangular Slave Trade. Describe each stage in detail. 

(Use the slavery section of your knowledge organiser to help 
you) 

Imagine you were a slave working on a plantation in the USA. 
Write a letter to a friend explaining what your life has been 

like. 
(Use the slavery section of your knowledge organiser to help 

you) 

Music Produce a fact page about how music is used in films. 
(Use the Music and Film section of your knowledge organiser 

to help you) 

Create a textbook page aimed at younger students. The aim 
of the textbook page is for the children to learn about all the 

elements of music.  
(Use the elements of music section of you knowledge 

organizer to help you). 

 
 
 

Physical Education Produce a guide titled ‘Rules of Rugby’. In this guide explain 
how Rugby is played. 

(Use the Rugby section of your knowledge organiser to help 
you) 

Write a paragraph explaining how a netball match is played. 
(Use the netball section of your knowledge organiser to help 

you) 
 

 
 

Religious Studies In what ways is Buddha like a doctor? Remember to include 

information about the 4 Noble Truths. 

(Use the Buddhism section of your knowledge organiser to 
help you) 

Write a short story re-telling why Prince Siddhartha renounced 
his processions to become Buddha. 

(Use the Buddhism section of your knowledge organsier to 
help you) 

Produce a factsheet about Hinduism.  
(Use the Hinduism section of your knowledge organiser to 

help you) 

Spanish Write a paragraph in Spanish about what you did on holiday.  

(Use the ‘what did you do?’ section of your knowledge 

organiser to help you) 

Write a paragraph in Spanish about the music you listen to, 

the music you like and why you like it. 

(Use the music section of your knowledge organiser to help 

you) 

 

 

 

 

Science Produce a factsheet about the Periodic Table. 
(Use the Periodic Table section of your knowledge organiser 

to help you) 

Produce a poster about electricity. The aim of the poster is to 
define all the main key terms. 

(Use the Electricity section of your knowledge organiser to 
help you) 

 

 


